MEMORANDUM

TO:
CC:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

AGGIE KALUNGU-BANDA
MARTA VARANDA (STSM COORDINATOR) AND RAFA
OLIVIA BINA
STSM REPORT
13 APRIL 2017

Dear Aggie,

As promised, I am sending you the attached report of the “short term mission” at the Presencing
Institute event in Oxford. Thank you for the wonderful opportunity to meet with so many inspiring
people. The INTREPID workshop, which I held immediately after (24th March) went very well and
benefitted greatly from the wisdom and advise of Martin Kalungu-Banda.
Hoping to reconnect very soon,
Very best

Olivia Bina
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Report to the Host Institution
The week spent in Oxford at the Presencing Institute was useful and inspiring beyond expectations.
The advice from Otto Scharmer, Martin Kalungu-Banda, Arawana Hayashi and Marian Goodman, on
how to understand and implement the Institute’s core theme and process: U-Theory, was extremely
helpful.
I was also able to speak about INTREPID’s initiative on the future of universities with both scholars
and university administrators, but also practitioners, organisational coaches and consultants who
offered a much richer and varied perspective on the future of knowledge, the challenges ahead and
the desired outcomes.
All in all, the theory’s detailed and innovative approach to understanding and listening were
especially relevant to our forthcoming plans. Its richness, both in terms of fundamental principles
and in terms of approaches and methods is such that it will take some time for me to process it fully.
It was particularly useful to be able to test the 3D sculpting method with you. The two figures (below)
show the first (top left) and second (bottom right) sculpture, built following the protocol you gave us.
Among the striking aspects, we noted:
-

Students were almost invisible in the 1st sculpture, and teachers were also somewhat hidden
behind structures and procedures;

-

We identified a lot of concern about boundaries, obstacles, and burdens (bureaucracy, lack
of funds etc); this led to a second intuition: a general inflexibility and thus lack of
opportunities, space, scope for creativity;

-

Lack of partnerships, collaboration, exchange and co-creation with ‘society’;

-

We noted disciplinary silos and barriers, but also the existence of pockets of wisdom and
other ways of knowing, held by individuals in the system, which however, did not find a way
to express itself;

The 2nd sculpture was driven by the desire to tear down barriers of all sorts, and thus connect,
empower, engage and encourage.
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Since I had to run a workshop on the future of universities for INTREPID, immediately after the STSM,
I had the opportunity to test at least a small but crucial part of what I learnt in the previous days. The
design of the agenda (see below) for the event was done with the help of Martin Kalungu-Banda.
While not revolutionary, it included key moments of discussion and group exploration, which were
designed to elicit different levels of listening and understanding.
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Morning (Giulio Verdini Chairs)
Coffee and tea

Afternoon (Olivia Bina Chairs)
13:00

Lunch: small group discussion:
“what is my personal connection to
the issue? What expectations of
University?”

14:00

SYNTHESIS: elements of a vision,
scenarios and key themes (Andy
Inch)

10:00

Welcome by Johan Woltjer, Head of
Planning and Transport, University of
Westminster

10:05

Olivia Bina & Giulio Verdini–introduce
INTREPID, today’s aims and agenda

10:20

Round of introductions:
who, where, what

15:30

Coffee and tea

10:35

Small groups: Where is the challenge?

16:00

10:55

Context and a few initial thoughts
(Olivia)

REFLECTION AND NEXT STEPS:
“how to spend it” & will you want to
join us? (Marta Varanda)

11:15

Coffee and tea
& WORLD CAFÉ’ x 4: why change is
needed and how can it happen?
(Olivia)

17:30

Wrapping up and drinks! (Giulio and
Olivia)

Unfortunately, I was not able to run the 3D sculpting exercise that I had tested in Oxford. This was
due to timing! I had no time to share the insights gained at Oxford with my co-organisers and did not
feel comfortable in running the show without them. We did, however, try to:
-

Use drawings where possible, instead of words

-

Make the most of the moments where deeper listening could be practiced

-

Build in as much flexibility as possible in the agenda and timings (indeed, we changed quite a
lot of it!)

One important moment came towards the end of the day, when the reference to the aspiration to a
University which could promote wisdom felt like a very cathartic moment. Details are in the annex.
The result has encouraged me to build more and more on the principles and methods explored with
you in Oxford.
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Annex: Main conclusions from INTREPID’s workshop 24th March
Based on feedback from each of the three group discussions, Olivia noted some of the key messages
on 4 sheets (see below). We then gathered around these for further reflection and with the aim of
identifying a set of issues around which to focus INTREPID’s next steps.
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Concerns and Uncertainties
A general concern related to the fact that we discussed the status quo, drivers, values and
uncertainties mainly from the perspective of academia. An essential next step would have to be to
broaden the range of voices.
The following is a listo f concerns that were considered important:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Data: ‘big data’, data overload (overwhelming?), (un)democratic, (un)controlled
Funding: influence of sources and funding mechanisms
Massification and Open access
Uncertainty in the future of the job market (acceleration, artificial intelligence etc): are
education and technology in a race? Everything that is easy to deliver and quantify is likely to
be automated in the future.
Place and non-place: The task of teaching curricula (delivering information and knowledge) is
likely to be increasingly taken up by digital platforms, and thus partly automated. A
fundamental question arises: what will make the place-based UoF still be relevant?
Urbanisation as a major driver of change and one that is closely linked to acceleration,
artificial intelligence, internet of things etc.
Role of universities in society: are we witnessing a general (global) shifting from universities
being a common good to being market-driven, problem-solving institution?
“Linear is dead”
New forms of proletarisation: Precariat

Purpose
What should be the role of universities in society? What is the need for academia today? Is university
responding, and to what need(s)?
Perhaps we could start by arguing that university appears unfit for purpose: as Molz and Assenza {,
2016 #4953} have noted, there is an ‘anomaly’ in today’s world, which has the highest number of
people completing higher education studies, and yet is facing the greatest crises in ecological, social
and economic terms.
Employability has been an important reason for studying for a degree. In the UoF this may be
challenged by an increasingly uncertain future of jobs as we know them, as multiple forms of
artificial intelligence and robotics replace human jobs, leading to question the purpose of
universities. Preparing the next generations for versatility in the way they think and resilience by
equipping them with the skills to constantly learn and update themselves arises as one possible new
focus (a new perspective for lifelong learning?).
Related questions:
•
•

Will (should) the UoF promote cooperation above competition?
Will the next generations learn to use what they know to build a just and sustainable world?
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Purpose pyramids
Moving towards wisdom is something we could aspire to?
Can universities aspire to drive change, rather than be driven by it?

The exponential growth in data calls for a democratisation (massification?) of higher education
enable people to make sense of a data-driven world. See image above ‘Flipping the curriculum’
What will be a ‘good university’, beyond ideas of international rankings as currently adopted?
(@14.20~ of the recording) Lee answered his own question half asking whether ‘moving towards
wisdom is something we could aspire to’. This felt almost like a cathartic moment: the whole group
applauded the idea and mission. Although it was also argued that the UoF will still claim diversity,
including diversity of purpose, it seemed that the UoF should seeks to enable and empower
individuals to become full citizens, with a high sense of civicness and a character shaped by capacity
for self reflection. These at least, were some of the aspects that we combined under the label of
wisdom.
The aim is to enhance humanities capabilities and potential so as to ensure a just and sustainable
future.
Can the UoF be (again?) a space and place of ‘wisdom’? Greater openness of the UoF and a
transdisciplinar approach seem to be essential to a project that sees the UoF as one to deliver
‘wisdom’. It was felt that wisdom could only become a core part of universities if these allowed for
interdisciplinarity, openness and porosity when it came to defining, negotiating, shaping and
promoting ‘wisdom’.
Related to this, is the question of whether (should?) the UoF promote the capabilities that enhance
cooperation above competition? In a world that is increasingly interdependent, as well as
interconnected, wisdom may depend on a (re)discovery of cooperation. This is also a crucial skill for
all efforts towards greater interdisciplinarity.

University and society: systemic and tactical change?
Can we envisage the UoF as an opportunity to serve society? The aspiration becomes one of the
university becoming itself a driver of change, rather than being the target (victim) of change.
There is a view that the university system and pedagogy are in crisis and that this is an opportunity
to introduce innovation (disturbance). Alternatively, others argued that rather than crisis,
universities are constantly subject to tensions, and opportunities, and the question becomes ‘where
can we intervene [within the university system] to push the values that we want to promote?’
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Can we [INTREPID] find spaces and, or, projects that can promote similar opportunities? Echoing
ideas of tactical urbanism, what would be tactical interventions within academia?

University and the City: a question of reciprocity?
Following on from the questions of openness to and connectedness with, society, we also discussed
the immediate context of universities: their (mostly) urban locations and to what extent ideas of a
civic university could mean a university open to the city, for the common good and for sharing, codesigning and co-creating.
How can (should?) this co-exist with the current (dominant?) model of a market driven, service
oriented university, and the agenda of massification (which potentially conflicts with the need for
local, place-based, understanding)?
This also raised questions of reciprocity, affordability and accessibility.

The big squeeze
Are the multiple drivers of change, and related crises, and in particular the ecological and economic
crises and rapid changes putting pressure on the ballooning body of knowledge and knowledge
production activities, thus pushing forward (making more prominent) the following two dimensions
of understanding, that would otherwise continue to recede into the background (and into oblivion)?
•
•

Positive values
Emotions and sense-making.

Universities that contribute to building wisdom, and thus individual’s characters, should engage with
all dimensions of the human being: mind, heart and body.
Are crises thus an opportunity?
See figure by Jean-Paul and colleagues.
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Values
We identified a range of themes under the idea of values for the UoF, which can be tentatively
categorised under ethos, purpose and qualities:
Ethos
•

•
•
•
•

Purpose
Care (of Self,
others, the whole,
World)
Just and
sustainable worlds
Conviviality
Imagination
Life long learning

•

•
•
•

•
•

1

Desirable qualities

Empower individuals,
sense-making
(enlightened as
opposed to in an Age of
enlightenment?)1
Right to research
Raise consciousness
Promote wisdom and
ethics (but care not to
be elitist)
Positive values
Space for emotions and

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Openness and porosity2
Reciprocity: exchange,
sharing (co-design, cocreate)
Accessibility
Local (& regional)
embedding
Independence
Civicness3
Critical space (ability to
stand back)
Democratisation of the

Kant (1784) What Is Enlightenment? http://www.columbia.edu/acis/ets/CCREAD/etscc/kant.html

2

Reference to Kant (1795) Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch
isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.../Kant%20Perpetual%20Peace%20section%20II.pdf
3

Dekker (2009) Civicness: From Civil Society to Civic Services?
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11266-009-9089-9
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•

reflection
Beyond linear idea of
delivering employability
towards life long
learning

•

education and research
agendas, questions
Balance the long-term
perspective and inquiry with
the urgency of market and
societal solutions

The ‘open question’
One of the main questions that seemed to arise from the ‘status quo’ was: ‘how open or porous
should the university of the future (UoF) be?’
There was a general rejection of the UoF being a future version of ‘fortress’, ‘ivory tower’ enterprise,
suggesting that some degree of openness and porosity will be an essential quality of the UoF. This
however led some to note that the idea that today’s university is a ‘fortress’ or ‘ivory tower’ should
be discussed with care: we may also be buying into a labelling and critique that is designed more to
undermine academia, than to describe it. Or, we may be supporting the drive towards justifying the
existence of universities through the sole measure of economic and social impact?
Reference to the role of Bejart in French universities in the 60s was made to disprove the single
narrative of ‘ivory towers’. Partly linked to this critique, we discussed the idea of universities as an
important place where to exercise the ‘privilege of critical reflection’, expecting this to be an even
more important task in the UoF.
The general feeling was that the UoF would have strong links with the world ‘outside’, but we were
not able to define ‘links’ at this stage. The following two terms were considered essential:
Openness

Lack of restriction; accessibility.
(openness to) Acceptance of or receptiveness to change or new ideas.
Lack of secrecy or concealment; frankness.
Porosity
(of a rock or other material) having minute interstices through which liquid or air may
pass.
Not retentive or secure.
Synonyms: permeable, penetrable, pervious
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
Open or porous to what? To whom?
•

•

The notion of transdisciplinarity was central: basically referring to the embracing of multiple
and diverse forms, sources and agents of knowledge, when shaping problems, solutions and
the understanding of reality. The UoF would be open to such multiplicity and diversity,
emphasising the need to mix forms, sources and agents of knowledge.
See ‘box model’ referred to by Prue and colleagues: open up the structures and curricula.
The possibility of shaping the space and place of multiple knowledge, for new jobs and
markets and non-market realities
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•

•

Engagement: are universities capable of wider, deeper engagement with the outside world,
especially the city and region in which they are located? Will there still be a notion of an
‘outside’ in the UoF?
Linked to this: co-design and co-creation of knowledge.

Issues of scale: the UoF implies multiple scales of analysis – which should we target?
•
•
•
•
•

The network of individuals involved in making the university, its departments and so forth;
The network of individuals linking academics and other producers and users of knowledge;
The physical space (eg MIT video by Otto Sharmer);
The network between a university and other academic and non-academic entities;
Other?

Massification and Open access:
•
•
•

Does they imply democratisation or commodification of knowledge?
Is the current trend of a rising percentage of people holding a university degrees sustainable
and desirable?
Does massification imply the loss of a critical approach?

Two possible ways forward
In our final session we identified a number of possible ways forward for INTREPID.
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The urban curriculum of the future
There was support for the idea (originally presented in Barcelona) of exploring the themes of a UoF
through the design of an urban studies-related curriculum.
1. BACKGROUND: Civic design and citizenship models and traditions (which traditionally
emphasised civicness in urban planning, e.g. Patrick Gueddes?) should be revisited – almost
as heritage: ‘histories of disciplinary formation’ (and the quantitative turn, also witnessed in
sociology more in general);
2. CASES: identify a number of existing pre-figurative practices and curricula (eg SOAS – issue of
decolonization of knowledge? Westminister?)
3. PROTOTYPE: co-design a new curriculum, the kind of students that would take it, the physical
environment (the UoF) that would host them.
a. One option: involve academics only to facilitate the process, and enable citizens and
stakeholders to shape the prototype?
b. Check out INET’s testing of new economics curricula.4
4. TEST: apply it. Eg. through a summer school aimed at senior city planners?
5. FUNDING: Involve C40 or Covenant of Mayors?

An exercise in envisioning the UoF: INTREPID’s co-created vision?
The above exercise could or should be embedded in a wider exploration of the kind of university that
could deliver such new curriculum.
Here, additional ideas for further exploration included the revisiting of the idea of a scenarisation
exercise, which could be held in a number of INTREPID universities based on a common template.
This needs further discussion though, as we did not have time to explore it in detail. The main
challenge of course, is funding, as this may not be feasible without fund raising efforts: initial ideas
included:
•

•
•
•

APPROACH: design an approach for envisioning the UoF that could be replicated in 4-5
universities of INTREPID members. The focus could be around the purpose of the UoF, and
the multiple dimensions of a wisdom-driven university?
CO-CREATION: aim to involve a wide range of stakeholders in the process of envisioning.
DESIGN: could we design the spatial dimensions of a UoF? (see above)
SURVEY: Nicky Chalmers offered to support a brief survey through her platform of global
contacts.

Some other elements worth considering were:
•

Civic design and citizenship models and traditions (above) may provide an interesting entry
point;

4

https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/videos/young-scholars-initiative-the-nextgeneration-of-new-economic-thinkers
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•
•
•

Maintain the focus on inter and transdisciplinarity when exploring ideas and visions of the
UoF;
Combining utopia (Ruth Levitas) and future studies (H G Wells) to envision the UoF;
linking the exploration of wisdom and civic university with the shift from homo economicus
to homo consciens.

Next step
Some INTREPID members will be meeting at the TD Net conference to take this forward:
http://www.transdisciplinarity.ch/td-net/Konferenzen/ITD-2017.html
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